THIS OBSERVATION BY MARK EVERIST, made nearly two decades ago, remains an accurate assessment of motet scholarship to date. Though the relationship between motets and clausulae has been hotly debated, it is generally accepted that the earliest layers of thirteenth-century Latin motets were fashioned through the addition of syllabic texts to pre-existing melismatic clausulae.
1 Yet relatively little attention has been devoted to the compositional dynamics of the clausula to motet conversion 44 (1987) , 1^39 at 21^5. This claim has not found support in subsequent scholarship: Mark Everist, French Motets in the Thirteenth Century: Music, Poetry and Genre (Cambridge, 1994), 16 n. 2, for example, considered Frobenius's article to be 'ill directed'. Recently, Franz Ko« rndle offered a more sympathetic evaluation of Frobenius's theory in 'Von der Klausel zur Motette und zuru« ck? U « berlegungen zum Repertoire der Handschrift Saint-Victor', Musiktheorie, 25 (2010), 117^28 at 117^19, but nevertheless dubbed his wholesale reversal of the traditional clausula^motet relationship too radical. I have examined in detail the relationship between motets in F and their related clausulae (Bradley, 'The Earliest Motets', 49^137), concluding that the majority of motets in this manuscript were created through texting pre-existing clausulae, but drawing attention to notable exceptions (ibid. 179^230).
process. Exactly how faithful were the creators of motets to their clausula models? What kinds of musical and poetic licence did they permit themselves? And how sophisticated was the response of the new texts to inherited musical features? In this article I address these questions by focusing on three motets in the Florence manuscript, in which it appears that Latin texts (and, in one case, an extra musical voice) were added to pre-existing clausulae. The examples have been selected to emphasize the variety of ways that creators of motets could approach their model clausulae. In one instance the pre-existing clausula is subject to several rhythmic alterations, while in another it is reproduced very faithfully, with only a single variation in pitch. In the final example the regular phrase structure of the pre-existing clausula is reinterpreted, with significant consequences for the added motet text.
Investigation of the relationship between particular motets and clausulae has been largely overshadowed by general debate concerning the chronological precedence of the two musical types. The principal article devoted specifically to the process of converting pre-existing clausulae into motets remains Norman Smith's 'The Earliest Motets: Music and Words', which was published in 1989.
2 Smith, considering a limited selection of motets in the first rhythmic mode from the Florence manuscript and the related clausulae extant in this same source, uncovered only two kinds of modification (both rhythmic) that he believed to have been made to clausulae by the creators of motets: the introduction of pairs of semibreves in motets and the shifting forward of groups of successive breves by one perfection.
3 Smith admitted that the 'reasons for these rhythmic alterations are more elusive than one might wish', concluding that the creators of motets usually showed 'extraordinary respect for the melismatic clausula model'. 4 This observation continues to serve as the basis for understanding the clausula^motet relationship. Mark Everist, for example, reasserts: 'Even where the surreptitious addition or subtraction of a note might have made the work more easy, the [motet] composer in general faithfully preserved the pattern of his original material.' 5 It is true that the relationship between motets and clausulae is often remarkably close; indeed, this typically close relationship facilitates study of the conversion process through detailed analysis of the music of clausulae and their related motets. While it is obviously impossible to know the exact form of the model clausula from which a particular motet was created, the fact that extant clausulae and motet versions frequently match so precisely makes it likely that the model clausula was very similar, if not identical, to the clausulae versions now extant. In the three examples discussed below, all of the clausulae to which motet texts were added are recorded in more than one manuscript source and display a stable transmission.
In this article I do not seek to overturn the general hypothesis that creators of Latin motets respected the musical details of pre-existing clausulae; however, I emphasize 2 Norman E. Smith, 'The Earliest Motets: Music and Words', Journal of the Royal Musical Association, 114 (1989), 141^63. The clausula^motet conversion process is also dealt with in Susan A. Kidwell's article, 'The Selection of Clausula Sources for Thirteenth-Century Motets: Some Practical Considerations and Aesthetic Implications', Current Musicology, 64 (2001), 73^103. Kidwell compares clausulae that were selected as sources for motets with those that were not, concluding that the creators of motets preferred clausulae with irregular phrase structures and cadential patterns in order to distinguish the new genre of the motet from the conductus. She is not principally concerned with the ways in which added motet texts might respond to or reinforce the irregularity of their clausulae models. Nor does she explore whether the phrase structure or cadential patterns of source clausulae could be reworked in related motets. 3 that certain 'significant' variants can exist between motets and their related clausulae. Such significant musical variants between clausulae and motets include the removal or addition of extra notes or rests, or an alteration of pitch. They exclude slight rhythmic variants of the kind identified by Smith, whose very status as variants is potentially ambiguous, as it depends on the strict interpretation of sine littera clausula notation. These significant variants, in rhythm or pitch, have a direct impact on the syllable count or rhyme scheme of corresponding motet texts. They are precisely significant in the sense that they can be explained most convincingly in the context of an added motet text, and appear to have been motivated by it. 6 The reasons for such variants, therefore, are not 'elusive': rather their existence might confirm the chronological priority of the clausulae under discussion and shed light on the creative processes involved in reworking a clausula to create a motet. REDUCTION . 7 It appears that this three-voice passage of discant (which has a very stable transmission in all three sources) represents the earliest extant version of the musical material. 8 The upper two voices of the discant seem to have been created as a pair (see Ex. 1).
9 This is indicated by the close imitation in perfections 59^65 (marked in Ex. 1), as well as by the striking moments of hocket in perfections 46^56 and perfections 67^72, in which the duplum and triplum are clearly in dialogue with one another. The musical style of this three-voice setting of DOMINO suggests that it was conceived in the melismatic context of a passage of discant, where the many isolated interjections on a single note in both voices (but particularly in the triplum) would not have been required to support the presentation of a syllabic text.
10 Conversion of this melismatic discant into a syllabic motet would have demanded some ingenuity.
11 It is most likely that the creator of Alpha, bovi et leoni, having selected a 6 Text accentuation alone is not deemed sufficient grounds to establish rhythmic variants in motets as significant. However, in a number of cases a concern for accentuation could account for the slight changes in rhythmic detail perceived by Smith between clausulae and motets. See e.g. ' 11 Alpha, bovi et leoni is the only motet of the seventy-one in F to contain an extended passage of truncated hocket.
EX. 1. Passage of three-voice discant with an organum on DOMINO, F, fo. 42 v rather challenging model, crafted a text to complement the peculiar musical features of this discant passage, while also effecting some changes in the inherited material.
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The most significant alteration to the borrowed discant is the exclusion of the triplum voice from the motet version. This is perhaps unsurprising: in two passages where the duplum part is largely conjunct the triplum has isolated interjections on a single note (see Ex. 1, perfections 1^6 and 20^7), which would hamper the creation of a syllabic text for this voice. For the duplum and the triplum to share the same syllabic text would be impossible without some filling in of the triplum's melodic line at these moments. Further recomposition would also be required on occasions when the two voices phrase independently (as in perfections 83^7) or where a perfect long (a dotted crotchet in Ex. 1) in the triplum is matched by a long and a breve (a crotchet and a quaver in Ex. 1) in the duplum (in perfections 87^8, for instance). 13 It is telling that in the only extant three-voice version of this motetça monotextual motet preserved in the Las Huelgas codexçthe motet triplum bears little relationship to the triplum of the three-voice discant. The motet triplum in Hu has a largely continuous melodic line, moving essentially in rhythmic unison with the motetus throughout (including the passages of hocket), and seems to have been fashioned without reference to any discant model.
14 The removal of the discant triplum in order to create the two-voice version of Alpha, bovi et leoni recorded in F naturally diminishes the effect of vocal exchange in the hocket passages. Yet, the musical material still works well in its two-part form: while the discant triplum is rhythmically independent, it exhibits little harmonic independence from the duplum and tenor parts, most often doubling pitches already present in one or other of these voices.
There are no variants of pitch between Alpha, bovi et leoni and its related discant. However, the creator of the motet seems to have effected several rhythmic modifications. Example 2 presents the two-voice motet in F, with significant variants in the Anderson presume that a Latin motet text in F must be earlier than a Latin or French text in W2, which need not necessarily be the case. However, that Alpha, bovi et leoni was the first text to be added to the discant on DOMINO is probable on musical grounds. The versions of Alpha, bovi in F and Ma are the only ones to utilize the complete passage of discant on DOMINO: the motets in W2 and in Hu omit the passage accompanying the final two tenor notes (perfections 93^6 ). It seems unlikely that these tenor notes would have re-entered the version of Alpha, bovi et leoni as found in F and Ma at a late stage had the motet been created as a contrafactum of either Larga manu or Hyer matin. Hyer matin is most likely a contrafactum of Alpha, bovi: it shares almost all of the musical alterations to the discant on DOMINO made in Alpha, bovi et leoni (adding another in perfection 78) and the rhyme schemes of the two texts, in the first half in particular, are closely related. I agree with Anderson (The Latin Compositions, pt. 1, p. 306) that Larga manu is probably a contrafactum of Hyer matin. See also Everist, French Motets in the Thirteenth Century, 141^2 on the transmission of the monophonic chanson Hui matin a l' ajornee (closely related to Hyer matin) in the Miracles of Gautier de Coinci.
13 Both Ludwig (Repertorium, i/1. 115) and Anderson (The Latin Compositions, pt. 1, p. 305) have suggested that a no longer extant three-voice monotextual version of Alpha, bovi et leoni that employed the triplum of the discant on DOMINO must have been the earliest motet version of this material. Their hypothesis rested on the circumstance that Alpha, bovi et leoni is preserved in the sixth fascicle of Ma among other three-part 'conductus motets' in 'reduced voice' versions. However, one might equally argue that F as a source is usually scrupulous in preserving motets in their fullest possible form and therefore, had a three-voice monotextual version of Alpha, bovi et leoni existed, it would have been placed among the comprehensive collection of monotextual motets in the previous fascicle. Given the additional musical evidence against Ludwig and Anderson's proposition, the position of Alpha, bovi et leoni in Ma seems insignificant in this regard.
14 See above at n. 7 and Anderson,The Latin Compositions, pt. 1, p. 305. Anderson states that the discant triplum 'must have been unknown to the redactor of Hu, who went to the trouble to compose a new and inferior part'. EX. 2. Alpha, bovi et leoni/DOMINO, F, fo. 407 r^v (with W1, F, and W2 discant variants shown) discant versions in W1, F, and W2 shown above the relevant passages. 15 It appears that on two occasions, at perfections 16 and 32, the creator of the motet added an extra note at the end of a duplum phrase. This facilitated a more regular poetic structure in the opening section of the motet: the consistent alternation of eight-and six-syllable lines (see the motet text and translation in Table 1 ). 16 In perfections 33^40, however, the opportunity to continue this eight-syllable, six-syllable pattern was seemingly eschewed, in spite of the fact that this is the poetic accompaniment most obviously suggested by these eight perfections. A pair of seven-syllable lines was, instead, produced in the motet, through incorporating the final b of perfection 36 within a decorative longa florata figure in the motet version (which does not require the b to support a corresponding syllable of text) and adding an extra note at the end of perfection 39.
This eschewal of a regular poetic design that had previously been cultivated is effective in the context of the motet. It coincides with a musical change in the underlying shape of the tripartite (AAB) tenor melisma, highlighting the beginning of the B section of the melisma at perfection 33. 17 Textually, it heralds the introduction of the new rhyme '-o', which dominates the second half of the text, just as the rhyme '-i' had characterized the first. This also creates a satisfying poetic structure in the second part of the text (from line 9 onwards; see Table 1 ). Here the syllable count of the line lengths gradually shortens (7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5) culminating in a concluding six-syllable, eight-syllable couplet that mirrors the alternation of eight-and six-syllable lines in the first part of the poem. The line lengths of this final couplet seem also to have been carefully accommodated in the motet. The final note, b, of perfection 82 of the discant is notated as a plica in Alpha, bovi et leoni, and thus does not have to carry its own syllable. Similarly, two discant notes in perfection 84 are omitted in the motet, with the result that only a single syllable is set in this perfection. In addition, the creator of the motet appears to have taken pains to set the final eight-syllable line of text (in perfections 87^96 ). This required that the concluding ten perfections of the motetus be made into a continuous phrase (without a break at perfection 92), and resulted in a rather more melismatic setting of the words 'Benedicamus Domino', contrasting with the predominantly syllabic idiom of the rest of the motet.
It seems, then, that the creator of Alpha, bovi et leoni did not hesitate to alter, through the addition and removal of notes, certain features of the inherited discant. Yet it is striking that there was no attempt to alterçto fill in or smooth outçthe isolated pitches present in the borrowed material. These hockets, which could cause problems for the setting of a syllabic text were, instead, retained, each individual note set simply to the syllable 'O'. This distinguishes the hockets textually, just as they are distinguished musically. The hocket passages are not only stylistically striking in the general musical context of the motet, but the initial appearance of hocket also occurs at a structural moment: just before the beginning of the second tenor statement and preceded by a declamatory broadening into perfect longs in the motetus at the close of the first tenor statement (perfections 43^5). In the motet, the use of the repeated syllable 'O' is very effective, for it is assonant with the tenor word 'Domino'.
In fact, the tenor text is central to the motet as a whole: Alpha, bovi et leoni enacts a large-scale progression from '-i' rhymes to '-o' rhymes, mimicking the succession of vowels at the end of the tenor word, 'Domino'. The advent of the '-o' rhyme at line 9 of the text is strengthened by the use of internal rhyme in this line: 'masculo agniculo'. The shift from an '-i' to an '-o' vowel is further underlined by the introduction of lines ending with a proparoxytone stress on the antepenultimate syllable (designated pp in Table 1 ) to accompany the new '-o' sound, replacing the paroxytone stress on the penultimate syllable (designated p in Table 1 ), which was exclusively associated with the '-i' rhymes in the opening half of the poem. The motet text also concludes with a direct reference to the broader context of its tenor, 'Benedicamus Domino', which, as noted above, is highlighted by its melismatic setting as well as by its extended ten-perfection phrase. This extended closing phrase results from the addition of two tenor pitches (absent from the first tenor statement) accompanying the syllables '-mino' (perfections 93^6 ), and the changes of vowel sound in the motetus presentation of the word 'Domino'occur in unison with the tenor text. Furthermore, the motet text could be regarded as a straightforward 'Benedicamus Domino' trope, refering to various persons and things all of which, Thomas Payne has emphasized, are representative of Christ. 18 The concluding 'Benedicamus Domino' makes absolutely clear the meaning of the Latin text. To all these symbols of Christ and to the Lord himself the listener or singer is giving praise; the motet is effectively an extension and elaboration of the words 'Benedicamus Domino'.
Payne has suggested that the choice of 'O' vowel may have an additional symbolic significance, corresponding to the image of God and Christ as 'alpha and omega', the beginning and the end. 19 The repeated 'O's set to the hocket figures could represent the 'omega' that counterbalances the text's opening 'alpha'. This seems a plausible interpretation: it is striking that the first vowel sounds of the text 'alpha, bovi' immediately present such an 'a^o' progression. Indeed, the motet as a whole enacts this progression, with the initial 'alpha' eventually answered by the concluding 'o' of 'Domino'. It is noteworthy that the word 'alpha' is one of very few in the text that is not in the dative case. This perhaps affords the opening 'alpha' a special position, underlining its importance and setting it apart from the rest of the poem. The extended 'O's of the hocket passages in Alpha, bovi, then, are fundamental to the prevailing rhyme scheme, vowel sounds, semantic, and symbolic content of the text.
Textually, the use of extended non-semantic vocalizations, such as the repeated 'O's in Alpha, bovi et leoni, is uncharacteristic in motets. 20 There are only two other such instances of this poetic feature in motets in F, both of which can also be explained by particular musical and textual circumstances. 21 It appears that those creating motets normally refrained from borrowing clausulae with isolated vocal interjections, which would require texting in this manner. The musical gesture of hockets, while a remarkable performance effect in untexted clausulae and discant, 22 was not well suited to the syllabic text-setting that usually characterized motets. It would seem that the creator of Alpha, bovi et leoni did not shy away from manipulating his discant model. The unwieldy triplum part was dispensed with, and notes were added and removed in such a way as to enable the duplum to support a convincing and well-balanced poetic structure. Yet the characteristic and 'problematic' hockets were retained; indeed, it may have been the challenge of texting these hocket sections that attracted the creator of Alpha, bovi et leoni to this particular passage of discant. Such musically prominent moments of hocket could be complemented by the equally striking and unusual textual effect of 'O' exclamations, crucial to the dramatic and symbolic impact of the motet.
A SINGLE ALTERATION OF PITCH: CHRISTE VIA VERITAS/[ADIU]TORI[UM]
While a borrowed passage of discant appears to have been rhythmically manipulated in a motet such as Alpha, bovi et leoni, there are also examples of motets that faithfully respect the rhythms of pre-existent musical material. The two-voice 18 See Payne, 'Poetry, Politics, and Polyphony', v. 1030^2. Alpha, bovi et leoni has been proposed as a text by Philip the Chancellor, but Payne deems this attribution doubtful.
19 Ibid. 1031. 20 In motets that share the music of Alpha, bovi et leoni (Larga manu seminatu[m] and Hyer matin a l'enjornee) the hocket passages are likewise set to repeated 'O' exclamations, suggesting that this was the most satisfactory (or indeed the only possible) textual response. 21 The passages are found in In Bethleem Herodes iratus/IN BETHLEEM, where the text also appears to respond to a hocket in its related discant (see Bradley, 'The Earliest Motets', 129^36 ), and in Crescens incredulitas/[VIR]GO, which has been proposed as a Latin contrafactum of a French motet (ibid. 168^79). 22 As exemplified by the reference of the early 14th-c. 24 This short passage of discant has a very stable transmission. The passage of discant preserved within an organum in F, with all W1 clausula variants indicated, is presented in Ex. 3. The F discant and W1 clausula vary slightly only twice. First, the g in perfection 19, which is a perfect long in the W1 clausula duplum is divided into two repeated gs in the F discant. 25 Secondly, W1 and F disagree over the pitches of the final two notes of the duplum. 26 This musical material is replicated almost exactly in the motet Christe via veritas/ [ADIU]TORI[UM] (see Ex. 4). 27 The rhythm of the motet does not differ at all from its related discant in F, and the motetus and duplum melodies are likewise identical, save occasional disparities in plication, and a single variation in pitch on the penultimate note of the motetus.
It is likely that Christe via veritas is a texted version of an existing passage of discant that was borrowed without any rhythmic alteration. The unusual poetic form of the motet text strongly suggests strict accommodation to an established musical structure: the text is irregular in both its syllable count and its rhyme scheme (see Table 2 ). 28 As an exercise in producing a poetic text under musical restrictions, the compositional game of this motet is quite sophisticated. While the rhythms of the inherited discant are respected, the creator of Christe via veritas does not simply assign a separate syllable to every note of his model. Norman Smith has emphasized the flexibility in syllabification achieved in this motet through the handling of passages of fractio modi in the related discant. 29 He calls attention to the six quavers in perfections 25^6, which are used to support four syllables in the related motet, in contrast to the six quavers in perfections 29^30, which have six accompanying syllables (see Ex. 4). This acceleration in text declamation creates variety between a pair of almost identical musical phrases (perfections 25^8 and perfections 29^32). It also contributes to a sense of forward momentum towards the conclusion of the motet, which is continued through the use of anacruses in last eight perfections (see Ex. 4, perfections 33^40). Indeed, the syllabic and accentual structure of the text that accompanies these final eight perfections is chiasticç3p þ 4pp, 4pp þ 3p (see Table 2 , for which the tenor is undesignated, and the final word ('adiuto') and pitches of the motetus are omitted, almost as if the connection to the M 51 chant were being disguised. This was suggested by Rebecca A. Baltzer, in 'Performance Practice, the Notre-Dame Calendar, and the Earliest Latin Liturgical Motets' (unpublished paper presented at the conference Das Ereignis Notre Dame, Wolfenbu« ttel, 1985). I am most grateful to Professor Baltzer for sharing her unpublished material with me. 25 The discant on [ADO]RABO in W2 supports the F discant reading. This variant in the W1 clausula may result from a haplography: the scribe, faced with five gs in succession, omitted an intended repetition and mistakenly copied only four. 26 The discant on [ADO]RABO in W2 matches the W1 clausula ending. 27 In the motet version in F the tenor chant is written out only once and no repetition is indicated; thus the second tenor statement (the necessity of which would surely have been obvious to anyone consulting the manuscript) is editorial. Though the motet tenor includes the syllable stroke and change of syllable on the final note of the melisma, I have postponed this change of syllable until the end of the editorial second tenor statement. 28 The Table 2 ) echoes the complete word of the chant tenor on which the motet is based: ADIUTORIUM. Text rhymes in the motet seem also to respond to musical concerns, as recurring musical shapes are invariably matched by corresponding phonetic sounds (see Ex. 4). A falling third at the end of a phrase is always accompanied by the rhyme '-ita' (in perfections 5^6, 11^12, and 20, circled in Ex. 4). Similarly, the concluding descending scalic figure e^d^c is consistently matched by the rhyme '-inium' (in perfections 15^16 and 23^4, marked by a box). And all three phrases closing with two repeated notes are associated with the rhyme '-uto' (perfections 27^8, 31^2, and 39^40, marked by a diamond).
Internal rhymes also complement musical repetitions. The use of the internal rhyme '-itas' (perfections 3^4 and 9^10, marked by a dashed circle) reflects the close musical relationship between the opening pair of phrases (perfections 1^6 and 7^12), and on both occasions it accompanies a descending tone. Likewise, the repetition of the '-iat' sound (perfections 35^6 and 37^8, marked by a dashed box) highlights the reiteration of the descending d^c figure preceded by two repeated notes. This reinforces the musical kinship of these two internal phrases, thereby enhancing the chiastic nature of the poetic conclusion.
Such a seeming preoccupation with matching musical shapes to poetic rhymes may account for the only variant between Christe via veritas and its related discant in F, the pitch of the penultimate duplum note. The motet ends on the word 'adiuto', a clear reference to the tenor text. Appropriately, this closing '-uto' rhyme is set to two repeated pitches, the musical gesture that accompanied the same rhyme on both previous appearances. Yet the dupla of the W1 clausula and F discant each conclude with different melodic figures, neither of which is foreshadowed (see Ex. 3). The creator of the motet could have reflected either of these closing gestures in the text by introducing an unprepared rhyme. Or the '-uto' rhyme might simply have been employed in a new melodic context (one that shared the same rhythm previously associated with this rhyme). Neither solution, however, would have created such a satisfying or artful conclusion to the motet. That the creator of Christe via veritas permitted a single modification to the pre-existing model offers the most convincing explanation for this variant between motet and discant versions: the penultimate pitch of the discant was altered precisely to achieve a consistent correspondence between musical shapes and poetic rhymes. The motet Christe via veritas, therefore, was creatively fashioned within the parameters of a pre-existing musical structure. The resulting motet text faithfully respects inherited rhythmic details and phrase lengths of the pre-existing discant, while simultaneously taking advantage of the flexibility in syllabification afforded by passages of fractio modi. Through a single pitch alteration, this motet also exploits the ability of a text to reinforce and enrich aspects of the inherited musical material with another layer of sound patterns. 30 Recurring musical gestures are made more memorable and striking through their consistent association with a corresponding poetic rhyme, and the motet text provides an added dimension, which enhances the existing sonic character of its discant model.
CULTIVATING POETIC VARIETY: FORMAM HOMINIS/GLORIA
The creator of Alpha, bovi et leoni appears, on two occasions, to have regularized borrowed discant, but the irregular poetic form suggested by a pre-existent clausula was embraced in Christe via veritas. Formam hominis/GLORIA provides an example of a motet in which the irregularity of phrase structure in a musical model seems actively to have been increased. Here it appears that the phrase structure of a pre-existing clausula was reinterpreted in order to cultivate rhythmic and poetic diversity. Overall, the text Formam hominis has a 'regular' effect, because pairs of poetic lines occupy a consistent amount of musical and temporal space (eight perfections in duration). Yet the creator of the motet encourages variety within phrases by allowing some poetic lines to 'borrow' a small amount of musical and temporal space from their neighbouring lines, thereby cultivating tension between musical and poetic structures.
The motet Formam hominis/GLORIA is preserved in F (fo. 381 r^v ) and is also extant in Ma and W2. 32 These three versions are closely related. This motet shares its musical material with a clausula on GLORIA, designated Gloria 1, extant in W1 (fo. 49 r^2 , shown in Ex. 5) and a passage of discant within an organum found in F (fo. 66 r ).
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The version of Gloria 1 presented in the clausula in W1 appears to be a fairly straightforward candidate for motet conversion. It would seem reasonably simple to create a motet text to fit the regular phrases of this clausula (omitting the organal-style close 30 In the only other extant version of this motet in W2 there are three slight melodic variants: a passing f is introduced at the beginning of perfection 23; and passing notes e (in perfection 25) and d (in perfection 34) are omitted. None of these three variants obscures the correspondence between text rhymes and musical shapes evident in the motet in F, in fact two of them might even enhance it. The added f in perfection 23 facilitates a rhythmically identical presentation of the e^d^c pattern associated with the rhyme '-inium' on both occasions. Similarly, the omission of the d in perfection 34 creates a clearer distinction between the musical shapes associated with the '-uvet' and '-iat' rhymes. 31 33 The tenor GLORIA is taken from the 'Gloria patri' of the Christmas Responsory Descendit de celis (O 2). Clausula designations follow those given in Smith, 'From Clausula to Motet'. and concluding the motet at perfection 56 ). Almost all of the four-perfection phrases contain either five or six notes, and in the two seven-note phrases (perfections 13^16 and 45^8) the final two pitches could easily be sung to one syllable. This clausula, therefore, could happily support a fairly regular poetic structure: a text with lines of syllables 6 þ 5, 6 þ 6, 6 þ 5, 6 þ 6, 6 þ 6, 6 þ 6, 6 þ 5. If it were desirable to make the text completely regular, an additional repeated note could be added at the end of the three five-note phrases. With fairly minor alterations, then, this Gloria 1 clausula could be accompanied by a text with consistent six-syllable lines throughout.
The material appears to have been converted into a motet in quite a different way (see Ex. 6 ). The poetic structure of the text Formam hominis is not in the predicted pattern of five-and six-syllable lines. Nor are the phrase endings regularized by the addition of extra notes to the three anomalous five-note phrases, facilitating a constant six-syllable pattern. Rather, the structure of the text is as shown in Table 3 . On three occasions (marked by boxes in Ex. 6 ) the motet text actively contradicts the more regular musical phrase structure of the related W1 clausula. 35 The last notes of the preceding phrases are 'borrowed' as anacruses in line 2 (perfection 4), line 6 EX. 6. Formam hominis/GLORIA, F, fo. 381 r^v 35 Interestingly, on precisely these three occasions the vertical lines marking musical punctuations in the motet version in F have been erased in both motetus and triplum parts. These erasures are indicated by the use of round brackets in my transcription. Many such lines of punctuation appear to have been unsystematically removed throughout the motets in F. A fourth line is also erroneously removed (in the motetus part only) in perfection 40, demonstrating the inconsistent nature of these erasures, which might possibly date from a later stage in the manuscript's use. Yet it is striking that three of the lines expunged in Formam hominis occur exactly when the motet phrasing is at odds with that of the related clausula. This might suggest that familiarity with the phrase structure of the clausula version led to a mistaken attempt to 'correct' the related motet in F.
(perfection 20) and line 10 (perfection 36 ). 36 This takes advantage of the potentially flexible function of the final note of a paroxytonic cadence, which, though usually confirming a musical close, can easily be appropriated as part of an opening gesture.
Ann-Katrin Zimmermann, examining this motet in terms of its 'Dreistimmigkeit' (that is, how it functions as a three-part composition), is the only scholar to have observed these differences in phrase structure between clausula and motet. However, her focus is not on the reasons why such variations in musical phrasing might have occurred, thus she merely observes that it is 'noteworthy' that the untexted version should be more inclined to regularity than the texted one. 37 Zimmermann's concern is, rather, that Formam hominis appears to have been created by the addition of a third voice to an existing two-part structure. She maintains that this voice was added with due rhythmic consideration of the fact that it was to present the same text as the motetus. She argues, on musical grounds, that the triplum 'shows itself to be an addition to a two-voice core', created with sensitivity to the harmonic structure of the borrowed two-voice material, as well as enhancing and developing existing melodic repetitions in the motetus part. Zimmermann demonstrates how the triplum seeks out particular 'free spaces' between the tenor and motetus parts (adding a third between the interval of a fifth outlined by tenor and motetus, as, for example, at perfection 15), or supplements and reinforces the existing two-part structure (framing the interval of a fifth between tenor and motetus with the octave above the tenor, for example, as at the very opening of the motet).
The nature of the differences between clausula and motet versions of this material might be further confirmation that the relationship operates in the direction from clausula/discant to motet. The actual number of notes in a single phrase is undoubtedly of less significance in a melodic line that does not have a syllabic text, as in the context of a clausula. The musical version preserved in the sources of the motet, which demonstrates such a concern with the number of notes per phrase, seems less likely to have arisen in a context where there was no association with a syllabic text. It is also difficult to imagine that a reworking of the phrase structure would ever have taken place were this musical material to have been connected with the text Formam hominis from the outset. This associated syllabic text would arguably have made a stable transmission of the phrase structure of the clausula duplum more likely.
In the motet Formam hominis the pitches of the clausula model are not altered, 38 nor are any notes added or removed (save the concluding organal-style melisma). In contrast to Christe via veritas, the creator of Formam hominis does not appear to have been much concerned with a close reflection of the melodic details of his inherited materials. Certain musical repetitions in the clausula duplum are not reinforced textually in the motet:
39 the reiteration, in perfections 41^4, of the phrase in perfections 37^40 is not imitated in the motet text, for example (see Ex. 6). Similarly, certain textual repetitions in the motet do not seem to have been prompted by musical parallels in the clausula duplum, such as the use of the word 'nobis' to open two quite different musical phrases at perfections 25 and 29 respectively.
It is, instead, the interaction between musical phrases and poetic lines that appears to be the principal focus of Formam hominis. A new musical parsing of the inherited clausula allows every alternate pair of poetic lines in the motet to be a six-syllable, six-syllable one: thus a pair of 'irregular' lines, in terms of syllable count, is always followed by a 'regular' six-six pair (see Table 3 ). This sense of pairs of poetic lines is initially strengthened by the rhyme scheme, as the first half of the text is made up of four rhyming couplets, each characterized by its own exclusive rhyme. The identity of the four opening couplets is also underlined by an alternation between pairs of lines ending with proparoxytone and paroxytone stresses, respectively. Certain couplets are further unified by alliterative beginnings: 'vestit' and 'verbum' in lines 3 and 4, for instance, and 'nobis' and 'nobis' in lines 7 and 8. The 'irregularity' of particular pairs of poetic lines is also reinforced syntactically. Two major sense breaks in the poem, between lines 5 and 6 and lines 9 and 10 respectively, occur in the middle of five-syllable, seven-syllable line pairs. These syntactic breaks underline the division between the pairs of lines, thereby making their irregular syllabification more obvious, and highlighting the fact that poetic divisions occur at unexpected points in the musical phrases. The rhetorical use of the conjunction 'sic' to mark the opening of line 10 (perfection 36 ), at a moment that might have been anticipated as the end of a musical phrase, is particularly striking. This poetic beginning at perfection 36ç unexpected in the musical context of the clausula duplumçis reinforced musically by the added triplum voice in the motet: there is an unusual leap of a fifth in the triplum (from c to g), and a change in sonority from the F^c sound in perfection 35 to a new c^g sonority at perfection 36 (see Ex. 6 ).
Through juxtaposing the predictable musical phrase structure of the clausula with the more varied poetic structure of the motet text, the use of a six-syllable, five-syllable pair of lines is reserved exclusively for the very end of the piece. This is particularly 38 There is one disparity in plication (compare perfection 20 of Exx. 5 and 6 ) and on two occasions a decorative longa florata figure is introduced in the motet (perfections 32 and 52). 39 However, as Zimmerman has demonstrated (p. 318), the added motet triplum musically complements certain melodic details and repetitions in the clausula duplum.
satisfying for the listener as a six-five syllable pattern had probably been anticipatedçit is effectively the most emphatic possible rhythmic and poetic gesture availableçbut this expectation is not fulfilled until the motet's conclusion. Had the creator of the motet simply followed the poetic structure immediately suggested by the pre-existing Gloria 1 clausula, this emphatic poetic gesture would have accompanied the opening phrase. Indeed, the reinterpretation of the very first musical phrase sets up a symmetry between the opening and closing poetic gestures, which mirror one another. The initial five-syllable, six-syllable pair (lines 1 and 2) is eventually answered by a six-syllable, five-syllable pair (lines 13 and 14).
The poetic structure of Formam hominis is, in fact, carefully balanced throughout (see Table 4 ). The line lengths of its text form an almost perfect palindrome, with lines 7 and 8 on either side of the central divide, significantly sharing the same opening word, 'nobis'. 40 The semantic content of the poem also complements this syllabic symmetry by forming its own palindrome, and the reversal of the opening and closing ideas is particularly striking: 'Formam hominis in aula virginis' (God made man) is echoed by 'nos in gloria' (man glorified). 41 Syntactically, the text forms a similarly balanced tripartite structure, composed of sections of five-, four-, and five lines in length. Each syntactic unit closes with a five-syllable line with a proparoxytonic accent, and the first two sections are unified by their shared use of the '-uli' rhyme, while the final section concludes on an unprepared rhyme, resulting from the reference to the tenor word 'gloria'.
In the motet Formam hominis, therefore, the existing Gloria 1 material preserved in W1 and F was not reworked in order to facilitate the composition of a syllabically regular poetic text. Rather, Gloria 1 seems to have been economically reinterpreted for precisely the opposite reason: to cultivate poetic diversity and balance. Simply by adjusting the way musical phrases are parsed on three occasions the motet represents a more varied, and arguably more sophisticated, musico-poetic structure.
It has been demonstrated that interaction between musical and poetic structures in early Latin motets can enhance the rhetorical effect of both music and text. The creator of Alpha, bovi et leoni artfully manipulated his borrowed discant rhythmically, while fashioning a text to complement striking passages of hocket. In Christe via veritas an exact correspondence of musical and poetic gestures, facilitated by a single alteration of pitch, made this motet particularly effective. Yet in Formam hominis a tension between musical phrases and poetic lines was exploited. The very different types of music^text relationship evident in these three pieces, and the contrasting degrees of faithfulness to their borrowed clausulae models, suggest a fundamental variety in compositional approach among early Latin motets.
The general hypothesis that Latin motets are extremely faithful to their clausulae models remains correct. However it could be refined by further evaluation on a case by case basis in order to take account of the extent and nature of this faithfulness in particular clausula^motet families, and of the various ways in which creators of motets responded to pre-existing musical material. 42 Rather than focusing on variants for which an explanation remains 'elusive', there is scope for wider investigation of the kinds of significant, text-motivated variants existing between clausulae and motets. 43 It is precisely in the interaction between musical and poetic dimensions that the real subtlety and ingenuity of these works lies. The music^text relationship is a complex one that can operate in multiple directions, often simultaneously: text may be accommodated to existing musical structures, while musical structures may be altered to accommodate textual ones.
Although close readings of music and text in specific pieces have long characterized scholarship on later thirteenth-century motets in the vernacular, 44 such analyses are the exception, rather than the rule, for the early Latin-texted repertory. 45 Here interest in music^text relations has perhaps been discouraged by the emphasis on the literal borrowing of clausulae models in motets. Such literal musical borrowing might arouse suspicion in the current aesthetic of originality. In addition, Latin texts created within supposedly inflexible musical parameters could be judged as fairly primitive, with uncompromising musical fidelity to pre-existing clausulae occurring at the expense of a convincing rhyme scheme or poetic structure. This may account for the relative lack of attention devoted to motet poetry in clausula-derived Latin motets:
46 while newly composed French motets have been the focus of weighty literary studies, 47 not all of the Latin motet texts in F, for instance, exist in published translations.
Greater attention to music^text dynamics in early Latin motets would offer scholars a productive framework for reconsidering chronological and musical relationships between clausulae and motets. It would also encourage an increased understanding and recognition of the artistry, both musical and poetic, involved in the creation of new texts for old music. Through close engagement with three particular motets recorded in the Florence manuscript I have sought to emphasize the deep-seated diversity and creativity inherent in the addition of Latin motet texts to the pre-existing musical material of clausulae.
ABSTRACT
This article investigates the compositional dynamics of creating texts for the music of pre-existing clausulae in three early thirteenth-century Latin motets in the Florence manuscript (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 29.1). In general, early Latin motets are considered very faithfully to respect their clausula models. Norman Smith (1989) perceived only slight rhythmic variants between motets and clausulae, variants for which an explanation remained 'elusive'. Through the analysis of three case studies, I propose that certain variants between clausulae and motets represent alterations artfully effected in the process of texting clausula models. I draw attention to the variety of ways in which creators of motets responded to and modified their borrowed clausulae. The pre-existing music of a clausula could inspire the structure, line lengths, rhyme schemes, and even semantics of a poetic text. A clausula model might also and at the same time be reworked to complement or facilitate particular features of a newly designed motet text.
